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HONDA UMR 435 T
Brushcutter 

        

   

Product price:  

409,02 € tax excluded  

  

Product description:  

Brushcutter HONDA UMR 435 T 

HONDA UMR 435 T shouldered 35 cc brushcutter with flexible shaft. HONDA UMR 435 T
brushcutter is designed to be practical and at same time powerful and reliable, in order to
guarantee constant power and torque even in demanding conditions.
HONDA UMR 435 T shouldered brushcutter can tame most difficult terrain with maximum control.
In fact, it is so comfortable and easy to use that you can use it on fields and parks endlessly. The
precise manoeuvrability of HONDA UMR 435 T brushcutter makes it easy to work with different
types of foliage & flexible mast provides extra control that a fixed mast cannot offer. So whether
you're facing dense undergrowth, steep grass banks or narrow spaces around obstacles, HONDA
UMR 435 T brushcutter will get better of you.

Support springs
Specially designed spring mounts of HONDA UMR 435 T are part of our anti-vibration frame of
supported brushcutter. It absorbs any vibrations produced by engine on shoulders. This level of
comfort allows you to keep working until you're practically out of gas, & thanks to its outstanding
fuel economy, range is significantly increased.

Intelligent cutting head
Semi-automatic head feeds nylon thread, simply by hitting ground. At five inches in diameter,
head is 56% more effective than a traditional model. Small cutting apparatus is made of metal,
not plastic like those used by other manufacturers. This means that it can be sharpened, an
essential feature for professional use.

Two-in-one cutting apparatus
Our unique safety protection, found on all HONDA UMK & HONDA UMR models, makes it easy
to replace the nylon head with the heavy-duty three-point blade. Ideal solution for working in
dense bush, no additional protection required. The bottom part can be easily removed &
repositioned after head has been changed.
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Built to last
Thanks to use of same non-contact sealing bearings used by NASA, brushcutter head also
boasts longer life & better dustproof properties compared to traditional full contact bearings. This
means that our bearings are unstoppable.

Tailor-made
You would never wear clothes that don't fit, why should it be any different when it comes to
harness of the shouldered brushcutter? Sturdy five-point harness allows you to comfortably
position motor on your back. Various adjustment options allow you to adapt to different body
types to ensure a perfect & secure fit, just like a glove.

Practical & easy to handle
Special harness on shouldered brushcutter distributes weight of engine between the waist &
shoulders, leaving the arms free & optimising control over flexible mast. It is ideal for
manoeuvring cutting head around obstacles for long periods of use.

Perfect stability
Reliable harness of HONDA UMR 435 T also guarantees perfect balance & a low centre of
gravity. It can be very useful when working on steep slopes or uneven terrain.

Images & technical data are not binding.

Discover other models.

HONDA UMR 435 T

  

Product features:  

Fuel: Gasoline
Engine: Honda GX35T, OHC, 4-stroke
Engine rpm (rpm): 7000
Starting system: Manual
Engine capacity (cm³): 35
Oil capacity (L): 0.1
Fuel tank capacity (L): 0.63
Acoustic power: 109 dB(A)
Length (mm): 2810
Width (mm): 365
Height (mm): 600
Dry weight (Kg): 10.7
Shaft type: Flexible
Handle: Bike type
Product type: Brushcutter
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Engine manufacturer: Honda
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